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Editor's Note

Muslims constitute 24.7 % of the total population of Kerala. According to 2001

census, Muslims are in majority in Malappuram district and they constitute the

second largest community in Kasaragod, Kannur, Kozhikode, Wayanad, Palakkad

and Kollam districts of Kerala. The growth rate in 2001 census showed that while

the population of Hindus and Christians declined by 1.48 and 0.32 percent

respectively, the population of Muslims increased by 1.70 percentage points in the

state since the last census in 1991. There is a possibility that Muslim have become

a majority community in last ten years in a further couple of districts where they

were just behind the Hindu community.

Apart from these demographic trends a major social trend is being witnessed

among the Muslims of Kerala of late. Numerous instances of violence and terror-

mongering in the name of religion witnessed in the state in the last couple of years

point to the rapid communalization and radicalization of sections of the Muslim

population. Incidents like brutal chopping off of the hand of Prof. T.J. Joseph

and attack on an engineering girl student Rayana for wearing jeans are just a

few examples.

Organisations like the Popular Front of India (PFI) are mainly responsible for

these incidents. Intelligence reports insinuate that the leaders of these organisations

have direct and indirect links with the dreaded terror outfits like the Al Qaeda and

Lashkar-e-Tayyaba; and these organisations receive massive funding from the

Arab world. Kerala is a vulnerable target because of its huge Muslim population

and old connections with the Arab world. With organisations like Popular Front of

Lebanon and Muslim Brotherhood as its role model the PFI wants to aggressively

pursue radical islamist politics in the State. This rapid ‘Arabisation’ of Kerala’s society,

especially in the Muslim-dominated districts, has resulted in the birth and growth of

violent Islamism.

Following the publication of a list of 31 wanted terrorists, among whom were

six from Kerala, even the Union Ministry of Home Affairs has expressed
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apprehensions that the Jihadis are lying low in Kerala, waiting to strike after receiving

instructions from their masters in Pakistan. But, competitive politics of pandering

to communal elements and organisations with an eye on Muslim votes has only

strengthened those who seek salvation through death and destruction in the name

of Islam. If the Congress is guilty of minorityism, so are the Communists who have

shown no hesitation in aligning with the likes of Madani.

This report highlights the serious threat to our national security raising its

head in parts of Kerala in the form of a radicalized Muslim activism. It is comprised

of four informative and analytical articles. The first article is written by T.G. Mohandas

who traces the history of radicalism in Muslim society of Kerala and its modern

manifestation in the form of the PFI. He chronologically illustrates incidents that

have taken place in the last decade or more bringing out the advent and extent of

radicalization of Islam in the state. He also throws some light on “Love Jihad”

wherein Muslims trap Hindu and Christian girls into marriage (India Foundation

had earlier published a report on Love Jihad).

Another article by Girish P talks about the Jihadi modus oprendi inside and

outside Kerala. He avers that the vote bank politics of the Muslims in the state has

acted as a strong incentive to the politicians to go soft on Islamic terror.

Third article was a reproduction from the Tehelka weekly. Written by V.K.

Shashikumar, this eye-opening article received loads of criticism from secular

intelligentsia in the cyber world. Article, titled ‘Here come in the Pious’, exposes

the agenda, ideology and funding of the PFI and its link with terrorist organisations.

The forth article was written by Emily Fox for the Washington Post. She has

highlighted the concern over the rise of Popular Front phenomenon in Kerala and

growing number of Muslim youths in the State turning to a radical version of Islam.

Dhanyavaad

- Editor
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Islam in Kerala

- T. G. Mohandas

Islam gained access to Malabar (the old name of northern districts of Kerala)

through the traders of Arabia. The traders during their long stays, married local

women and that generation came to be known as Moplahs (also spelt as Mappila).

Moplahs progressed rapidly in numbers from natural causes, as also from

conversions. When Sheik-Ibn-Batuta of Tangiers (a city in northern part of Morocco)

visited Malabar (AD 1342-47), he found that Muslim merchants had houses in

most parts of Malabar.

Forcible conversions were initiated by Tippu Sultan of Mysore during his

conquest. It was in March 1789 that the Mysore forces captured 2000 Nairs (the

Hindu warriors of those days) and their families after a prolonged fight. Tippu ordered

their conversions. All male members were circumcised and every one made to eat

beef as a mark of conversion to Islam. As explained in the ‘Malabar Manual’, a

gazetteer prepared by William Logan, “Christian and Pagan women were forcibly

married to Muhammadans.” Tippu made repeated vows to convert the whole of

Malabar into Islam. He would have achieved this but for his defeat at the hands of

East India Company in March 1792.

But the Moplahs continued their tyranny all through several years, touching its

peak with the now infamous Moplah Rebellion of Malabar in the year 1921. Prior to

this, there were at least 51 recorded instances of brutal killings of Hindus for the
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mere reason that they were Hindus. Worst affected were the ‘lower castes’, who

first converted to Islam but being not accorded the promised ‘equality’, got

disillusioned and reconverted to Hindu fold.

The case of a Hindu landlord is similar to what is being encountered in Ayodhya

today. An aggrieved Hindu who failed to get justice from the Magistrate of Malabar,

approaches the Governor in Council, Madras, with an appeal and he inter alia

begs to state –

 “That Petitioner has been made aware by the local authorities of that part of

the Order of Government (dated 18th January 1853), in which your Excellency in

Council observes, that the dispute between the Petitioner and the Moplahs, in

connection with a Mosque, should be settled as recommended by the Magistrate

of Malabar; but Petitioner begs to acquaint your Excellency in Council with the

circumstances which precludes Petitioner from acting according to the

recommendation of the Magistrate; for the spot of ground where the Moplahs wish

to build a mosque is situated close to the pagoda (the British used this word instead

of temple – author) belonging to the Petitioner; that consequently, instead of having

peace, quarrels and disputes, will always take place between the two parties, being

of two different religions; that to avoid such things, it is advisable for them that the

mosque should be built at a distance from the pagoda which is in existence from

long time, and as for a spot of ground for building the mosque, Petitioner is willing

to grant it in any other locality; that on consideration of this circumstances it will be

evident to your Excellency that Petitioner’s proposal is just and reasonable.”

This was the plight of Hindus at the hands of Moplahs and local authorities

who wanted to keep peace acceding to even unjustifiable demands by Muslims.

No measures of persuasion, policing or harsh laws like Moplah Outrages Act

could prevent the violent Muslims from attacking Hindus. In the Moplah rebellion of

1921 alone, a minimum of 1,500 (some estimate goes upto 10,000) Hindus were

killed; 20,000 were converted; 1,00,000 were displaced. Women were raped,

maimed and butchered. The genocide was stopped due to stern military action by

the British administration.
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Years passed by, with series of violent incidents taking place quite often. An

organization namely Samasta Kerala Jam Iyyathul Ulema was formed in 1924

ostensibly to prevent Wahabism – a militant form of Islam - from growing. The

Muslim League was formed in 1937 and Kerala had its own share of leadership in

the League also. The Jamat-e-Islami-e- Hind (JIH) was founded in 1941. In 1948,

the Muslim League was reborn to get itself absolved from the responsibility of the

Partition of our country. They behaved as if they do not own up the legacy of

Jinnah. But, there was a general stigma attached to the name - Muslim League. In

1950, the Kerala Nadvathul Mujahideen, a social organization was formed. Several

other organizations were formed of which some are working only on paper. All

these organizations had their share of internal squabbles resulting in creation of

several rebel organizations with a number of student wings, women departments,

etc. The now banned SIMI (Students Islamic Movement of India) was formed in

1977 (though first in Uttar Pradesh).

All through this process, the Muslim vote, by and large, remained with the

Muslim League. This was primarily because it was the only political organization of

Muslims. The year 1967 was significant for Muslim League. They were invited by

CPM to become a member of the coalition ministry, thus ending their political

untouchability. Thereafter, both political formations in Kerala; the CPM led Left

Democratic Front (LDF) and the Congress led United Democratic Front (UDF),

vied with each other in placating the Muslim League. In 1991, Abdul Nazar (also

Nazer, Naser, Nasser) Madani (also Moudany) formed his radical organization Isamic

Seva Sangh (ISS). He went on with his fire spitting communal speeches throughout

Kerala which was rather unknown in the history of this State. He lost one leg in an

explosion in front of his orphanage. In the search that followed, Police recovered

several love letters, condoms, arms, etc from his orphanage namely ‘Anwarussery’.

Post Ayodhya, ISS was banned. Madani dissolved ISS and formed People's

Democratic Party to have a direct entry into the politics of Kerala. Once again LDF

and UDF were prepared to walk that extra mile for accommodating PDP. After the

Ayodhya incident, fissures formed in the Muslim League also. The Muslim League

was accused by their own President, Sulaiman Sait, of not taking a strident stand
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on Ayodhya issue. But, the Kerala leadership was not agreeable to take up the

Ayodhya demolition in a big way. Finally, with the active encouragement of the

Marxist party, a splinter group of Muslim League was born by name Indian National

League (INL). INL almost instantaneously walked in to the arms of the CPM. Recently

there was serious rethinking in INL on carrying on with the LDF and the consequent

flux resulted in a split in INL.

From 1947 to 2010, Kerala witnessed several small and medium riots in which

always Hindus were the losers. Even then, Hindus persistently failed to consolidate

themselves for various reasons. However, that is out of the purview of this study.

By the end of 70s, the Gulf remittances started flowing to Kerala. Naturally, it

was Muslims who were the beneficiaries of this Gulf boom. Worldwide, some sort

of Islamic aggressiveness became visible. The idea of pan-Islam gained strength.

By the end of 80s, Kashmir reached a flash point thanks to vacillating approaches

and steps by successive Union Governments. This was a psychological boost to

various Islamic outfits in Kerala also. Burning of cinema houses, forcible closing of

restaurants during the month of Ramzan, intimidating couples engaged in Muslim-

non-Muslim marriages, etc, were reported.

Ayodhya demolition was a godsend to these groups. CPM was also excited,

obviously because here was a chance for them to enter into the Muslim vote bank

and challenge the Muslim League in its own constituency. They encouraged every

single Islamic fanatic group including Madani and Jamaat-e-Islami. There was a

parallel Muslim outfit namely National Development Front (NDF) which started

functioning from 1993. Both LDF and UDF used or misused NDF in various elections.

However, right from the formation, controversies haunted NDF. Several media

reports appeared indicating the Pakistani ISI links of NDF and the authorities had

to keep a close watch on their activities. NDF cleverly shifted their focus to social

service activities like relief to tsunami victims etc. Money was not a problem for

them. For quite some time, it was as if JIH and NDF were working hand in hand.

What JIH achieved in the upper class intellectual arena, NDF was achieving at the

ground level. JIH started a Morning daily and a Weekly viz Madhyamam and
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attracted a good many renowned Hindu and Christian writers of Kerala which gave

these publications a better acceptability. NDF could gain a good number of human-

rights and environment activists who generally crave for publicity and fame.

Over a period of time, JIH formed its own activist-wing by name ‘Solidarity’

because SIMI ban was continuing. NDF started its own Morning Daily Thejus. Shri

Mukundan. C. Menon, the first editor of Thejus, once declared openly – “RSS

wants to see India as one of the most prosperous and healthy country in the world.

But, we at NDF want to see India disintegrates in to smallest possible fragments

and consigned to dust bins of history! So, let’s not talk ideology; just be good

personal friends.” Such was the blatancy with which NDF leaders used to converse.

In Feb 2007, NDF and other similar organizations of Tamil Nadu and Karnataka

assembled at an ‘Empower India Conference’ in Bengaluru. All these organizations

merged together and Popular Front of India (PFI) was born.

What is Popular Front of India? The answer is complex. It could be any or all

of the following –

A religious outfit which studiously works towards converting everyone in this

country to Islam.

A political party to usurp power through whatever means and convert India

into an Islamic State. PFI has already formed its political party, the Socialist

Democratic Party of India (SDPI).

A corporate body on the lines of East India Company which is out to conquer

India through overwhelming economic activities like Islamic Banking.

An Islamic militant organization like Lashker-e-Taiba which wants to bleed

this country and systematically erode the power of the State.

An organization like Muslim Brotherhood which will create a situation where

Kerala becomes Pakistan, Tamilnadu becomes Kashmir and Karnataka, the

Jammu.
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This could well be described as two cornerstones of a pan-Islamic State, one

in the extreme North and the other in the extreme South of India.

PFI is not a small gang of criminals or antisocial elements. The name itself is

peculiar. Every Islamic fanatic group in India or other parts of the world invariably

carries an Islamic mark in the name; mujahid, queda, jaish, etc. But, the name

Popular Front does not contain any such word. This name is drawn from Popular

Front of Lebanon which when started in Palestine became Popular Front of

Liberation of Palestine (PFLP). There are striking similarities in the modus operandi,

the uniform and the rhetoric of PFI and PFLP. It is notable that PFLP declared itself

to be a Marxist-Leninist organization way back in 1969.

Kerala or for that matter India as whole, was shocked to hear the gruesome

incident of chopping of the hand of a college professor, Shri T. J. Joseph on 4th July

2010. But it will not surprise anybody when the sequence of events is understood

chronologically.

Manjeri is a Muslim dominated medium size town in the district of Malappuram.

It was a pocket of Muslim League (ML). During 90s, the CITU slowly started making

inroads into Manjeri fish & vegetable market. The area Chanthakkunnu came under

the control of CITU and the area Thurakkal remained strongly with ML. There were

regular skirmishes in which always CITU won. Fed up by regular defeats, ML aligned

with NDF. NDF was waiting for an opportunity to demonstrate their strength. Though

the first clash with CITU was a defeat for NDF, they could successfully stab and

seriously wound a CITU worker.

In 1999, NDF brutally attacked two High School students, Sanup and Siddiq,

during a science exhibition inside the school. They entered the school in the garb

of old students so as to enforce discipline. However, the public chased them away

and two cases were registered. But, NDF acted in a calculated manner. They

identified the man who led the group of chasers. That was one Shamsuddin. On

16th Jan 2001, Shamsuddin’s one palm and one leg were chopped off by NDF

activists in broad daylight. Expecting Shamsuddin to be brought to the district

hospital, NDF men waited there. But Shasuddin was not brought to this hospital. In
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a fit of anger and desperation NDF men attacked one Muhammad Ali, a friend of

Shamsuddin, with sword and other weapons in the hospital premises after creating

terror by exploding few bombs.

On March 23, 1999, Shri N. Kannan, an MLA of CPM made a statement in the

Kerala Assembly- “Islamic terrorists are having a field day in Malappuram. NDF is

at the leadership. They created a big issue out of Tasni Banu’s marriage. (She was

a rationalist; boldly married another rationalist through Special Marriages Act). They

prevent Muslims from selling X’mas stars to Christians and black robes to Hindus

during Sabarimala pilgrimage.” Though the MLA belonged to the then ruling party,

no action was taken by the Government.

A small Islamic outfit formed in 1988-89 was formally named NDF on 4th

November 1993 in Kozhikkode. Their first program was a seminar on Reservations.

In 1998 when Madani was arrested in the Coimbatore blast case, the PDP cadres

took refuge in NDF in large numbers. Members of SIMI also migrated to NDF, ML

and various other organizations. Now it is an open secret that the members of PFI

and JIH have infiltrated into almost every organization in Kerala. The Police are in

possession of a hand written report of a PFI activist. The report contained the

details of meetings by CPM, NSS, SNDP, RSS, ML, BJP, JIH, etc. Number of

programs and number of people attended was given in the report category wise.

On 5th April 1999, while inaugurating the Area Conference of CPM, at

Cherplassery in Palakkad district, the then CPM Chief Minister E. K. Nayanar said

that the NDF is getting monetary aid from ISI. Pinarayi Vijayan (present State

Secretary of CPM) said NDF is a secretive organization in the lines of Taliban. He

spoke thus: “NDF has foreign connections and they impart terror training. They

say that they are working under a written constitution. But then, why do they

hold more than 60 secret training camps? They conduct 8 types of training in

such camps. Their book-binding course is clandestine training for making

advanced explosives.”

In 1998, the Special Investigation Team of Tamil Nadu police, which investigated

the riots following the killing of Shri Selvaraj, a traffic constable, reported that the
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subversive forces in Kerala are getting financial support from abroad. The photos

and videos of Muslims who were killed in riots were sent to foreign countries to

collect large sums. A sentence of that report is worth reading-”Photos and videos

were focused in such a manner that the stitches of postmortem were strikingly eye

catching. This was a calculated attempt to create vengeance in the minds of viewers.”

Quoting Central Intelligence agencies, the print media in Kerala reported –

“Islamic terror in Kerala is funded through Malappuram. It is strong link in the chain

of smuggling of drugs and gold. Fake currency is coming via Mangalore. The long

beaches of Malappuram district give easy access to Mangalore, Mumbai and Gulf

Countries. Terrorists are using fishing boats for their operations. The road from

Malappuram to Ooty via Nilambur is a convenient conduit for terrorists to approach

Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and Andhra. These facts have been informed to respective

State Governments.” In fact my personal study revealed that the National Highways

connecting Kannur and Kozhikkode with Wayanad including the Kozhikkode-Mysore

Highway is dotted with PFI and SDPI offices on both sides at strategic places.

Purchasing land on both sides of every National Highway has been the aim of

Islam for a very long time. In 1995, during a Friday Qutuba speech, the moulavi of

Ambalappuzha in Alapuzha district, exhorted the Muslims to purchase every piece

of land on both sides of the NH. This, he said, is required to block the Indian Army

from coming to various places in Kerala at the time of an Islamic Revolution. “Funds

are no problem; you may inform the Mosque so that we shall purchase the land.

There are people who talk of a Hindu Rashtra. Let the revenue records prove that

it belongs to Muslims.”

This was dismissed by many as empty rhetoric of a fanatic moulavi. But, the

present situation in Kerala will prompt anybody for a rethink. Today every proposal

for road-widening in any place is being violently objected by Solidarity and PFI in

the name of the poor being displaced and environment getting destroyed. They

become the champions of the poor while protecting their antinational agenda of

preventing the Army.

The recent case of NH widening controversy is a classic example. The
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stipulation of NHAI is that the NH should have a minimum width of 60 meters if it is

to be treated as NH. But, the PFI/JIH lobby successfully thwarted the proposal and

a width of 30 meters was agreed upon by an all-party meet. NHAI took a tough

stand but gave a small concession saying that they will agree for 45 meters. The

Kerala Chief Minister approached the PM, Dr Manmohan Singh. The PM also turned

down the suggestion of 30 meters. The dead lock was released when a Christian

minister of Kerala Cabinet, violating all protocol, publicly lamented that it was foolish

to stick on to 30 meters. Other political parties also joined the chorus one by one

and a new consensus on 45 meters was arrived. However, the problem is far from

over. PFI and Solidarity are preparing for a physical show down when the authorities

come for acquiring land. They expect to gain from any eventual violence.

PFI is the distributing agency of fake currency notes printed in Pakistan. This

fact has been brought out by Kerala police while questioning the holders of fake

notes. In fact, the conspiracy to kill Shri E. K. Nayanar surfaced while tracing a

fake-note case. Nayanar was in their hit list for two reasons: one, he openly accused

them of having ISI links; two, he was the CM when Madani was arrested and

handed over to TN police. There were two more in their hit list- Shri P. Parameswaran

(one among the senior most of RSS pracharaks and Director, Bharatheeya Vichar

Kendra) and Fr. Alavi (a Muslim who converted to Christianity and became a padri).

But, these murders could not be executed because the execution team accidentally

fell into the hands of TN police during the investigation of Coimbatore blast case.

Kerala police confirmed the ISI connection of NDF in 1998 thus: “Donations

were collected by the NDF Chairman, Erappungal Abubakar Master, during his

visits to Iran, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. He regularly visits Delhi and J&K. ISI and

the Government of Iran are the chief financers. NDF is closely related to SIMI and

Tamil Munnetra Kazhagam. Their secret arms-camps are functioning in Karanthur,

Feroke, Manjeri and Valanchery.” It is noteworthy that these places belong to the

Kozhikkode and Malappuram district of Kerala.

NDF has several faces. They adopt various garbs to suit situations. At times

they are cultural activists and sometimes they appear as human rights activists.
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Their much publicized Dalit-Muslim Unity is an agenda of the ISI. On 10th December

1998, they formed an organization Dalit Panthers. But some how, the organization

could not gain momentum. Now the NDF is trying to woo the organization, the Dalit

Human Rights Movement (DHRM) of Kerala. The DHRM was formed on 27th

December 2007 with one Shri V. V. Selvaraj as Chairman. The organization landed

itself in to a controversy with the killing of an innocent man Sivaprasad on 23rd

September 2009 at Varkala near Thiruvananthapuram. Police implicated DHRM

and consequently it was widely perceived to be a terrorist organization. However,

after the initial hype, the police no more subscribes to this view for want of concrete

evidence. Now the SDPI has openly come out in support of any demand from any

SC/ST groups including DHRM.

The fear of banning has led these groups to change their names frequently;

from ISS to NDF to PFI. SDPI is a parallel political name. Therefore, it is

commonsense that no ban is going to affect them.

An anonymous officer of Kerala Police informed the media that-”They manage

to register fake cases against officers who act against them. They influence the

Human Rights Commission also. An officer, after his retirement, had to prostrate in

front of PFI leaders to get out of the legal wrangles in which he was falsely implicated.

In the recent case of chopping of hand of the professor, police first hesitated to act.

It took a lot of persuasion by DGP to put police constables to act.” This is universally

called the ‘Legal Jihad’. A battery of lawyers are always in attendance to attend to

bail applications, appeal applications, quash petitions, personal sureties, security

amounts, etc. In Kerala High Court itself, there are six lawyers under the leadership

of Adv. P. K. Ibrahim who will pounce upon any case relating to Islamic activism.

Almost every highly paid reputed criminal lawyer in Kerala HC has at least once

appeared for Islamic miscreants. These big lawyers have no problem in appearing

for Islamic fanatics even in trial courts. The Political Correctness, the money and

the fear of retaliation are their motivations in acting in this manner.

The Islamic psychological terror is such that none of the lawyers in Kochi

were prepared to file a petition in the Kerala High Court against the proposed
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Islamic Bank. Finally Dr. Subramanian Swamy had to come from outside the State

to file and argue the case. Abdul Nasar Madani was arrested in the Bengaluru blast

case at 1.30 pm on 17th Aug 2010. On the same day by evening, his brother managed

to get notices issued by the Chief Judicial Magistrate of Kollam District, to those

officers who arrested Madani. The accused are Ms Harshita Attalloori (the Kollam

District Supdt. of Police) and Shri. Omkarayya (ACP, Bengaluru). The CJM admitted

the plea that as per CRPC, Madani should have been produced before a CJM

within a radius of 30 kms from the spot of arrest. Now, both officers were summoned

by the CJM and the case was finally dismissed. One may feel that it is a minor case

and nothing will happen to these officers. True; but PDP will see that they (the

officers) are harassed through Sessions court, High Court and the Supreme Court.

By that time they may attain their retirement age and their pensions will be with

held because prosecution is pending against them. Who knows, one day these

officers may have to prostrate in front of PDP leaders to get rid of this harassment.

Following is an extract of the report submitted by Arun Kumar Sinha, the then

Supdt. of Police of Malappuram District. He submitted this report after a detailed

investigation following the detection of pipe-bombs in Malappuram in 1998 -

“Religious fervor of a very high pitch is present throughout the Malabar region.

This cannot be seen even in North India. Children attend Madrasas after boycotting

schools and even their exams. Madrasas are functioning even in late nights. Cinema

Houses, toddy shops and arrack shops are being burnt indiscriminately. Purdah

and Burqua which were not popular till recent past, are making a forceful come

back. Girls and Boys are being cleverly separated in educational institutions. Singing

of National Anthem has become infra dig.”

Experts feel that Kerala came under ISI radar way back in 1983-84. The seeds

of Islamic organizations like Muslim Aikya Vedi (Muslim Unity Forum), Muslim

Prathikarana Vedi (Muslim Response Forum), Jihad Committee, Jihad Movement,

Muslim Yuvajana Vedi, Islamic Dawa Mission, Hisbul Mujahid, Al Umma, Adam

Sena, NDF, Jihad Conference, etc were sown during this period. All of them were

allegedly receiving foreign funds. The receipt of foreign funds by NDF was repeatedly

confirmed by the State and Central Intelligence Agencies in the year 2000 itself.
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But no action was initiated by successive governments. One Abdul Rahman who

was the Chairman of NDF was also the assistant librarian of the prestigious Cochin

University of Science and Technology (CUSAT). Though he was suspended following

adverse reports from Intelligence Department, he was quietly taken back reportedly

due to political pressure.

During Kargil war, NDF organized huge rallies with slogans like ‘Kasmir is

India’s Kosovo’ etc ostensibly to declare their support for Kashmiris. Many pro

Pakistan slogans were shouted during those rallies. In reality, these were pro-

Pakistan rallies. PFI and JIH make lot of noise about human rights violation by

Indian Security Forces in Kashmir but they meticulously avoid mentioning Pakistani

atrocities or cross border terrorism.

On 29th July 1998, at Tirur, in Malappuram district, the house of one Abdul

Rasheed s/o Abdul Rahman, was set ablaze by NDF activists. His crime was that

he studied Kathakali, the traditional dance of Kerala. Not only that, NDF influenced

the owner of the small shop in which Rahman was running a tea shop and got it

vacated. Rahman started selling vegetables on a small hand cart. NDF issued a

fatwa that nobody should purchase vegetables from Rahman. People did not care

for the fatwa. NDF lodged a complaint with the local police that Rahman was running

a brothel in his house. Police dismissed the petition since it was frivolous. This is

only a sample of the harassment even Muslims had to face at the hands of NDF.

Killing, burning, stabbing, acid-throwing, defaming, vilifying, social-boycott, etc of

secular and patriotic Muslims are very common in northern districts of Kerala. No

political party or social organization intervenes to support the victims for the fear of

violence and loss of votes.

Once again let us go back to Arun Kumar Sinha’s report of 1998. He said-

“The base of these separatist and subversive activities is the innocent Muslim

populace which is unaware of the devious designs of Pakistan or the methods of

terrorism. Muslims constitute almost 25% of Kerala’s population. Majority of them

reside in the six northern districts of Kerala. The total population of Malappuram is

31 lakhs. Out of this, 22 lakhs are Muslims. This is more than the total population
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of Dubai. If a consolidation of all these Muslims of all the six districts can be achieved,

adding a part from other minorities and backward castes, a new Country can be

carved out easily with Malappuram as its center. Even if formation of a Country is

not possible, their plan is to create a Separatist Movement in the lines of Kashmir

or Khalistan. ISI has formed its strong network throughout Kerala through years of

systematic work.”

PFI & JIH got a boost for their propaganda from a speech delivered by the

former Chief Justice of India and the Chairman of NHRC, and now the corruption

tainted Justice K. G. Balakrishnan. The speech was delivered on June 2008 at the

AP High Court in a Work Shop ‘Growing Crimes – Deterrent Punishment: Search

for Appropriate Theory of Punishment’ organized by retired judges and NALSAR

University. The extract of the speech as circulated by these groups is: “People say

the laws in those (Gulf) countries are harsh but it is a fact that because of the harsh

punishments, the crime rate in those countries is very low. Women can move even

in midnight without fear.

Till 1857 Islamic Penal System was in force in India and the law and order

situation in the country was very good. The introduction of the Indian Penal Code

was a good move but the law and order situation in the country did not remain the

same as it was during the Islamic rule. In contrast with the Gulf countries, India is

a democratic country. But in our country, women cannot move around without fear.”

I failed to get the full text of this speech. But going by the track record of Justice

Balakrishnan, it is highly likely that he made such a speech.

State Police department in a report submitted in 2000 informed the Government

that the NDF has four types of activities: 1) Study classes on religion for the cadres

2) Missionary work – propagation and conversion 3) Training department – Making

the society self-reliant by imparting skills like carpentry, gold smithy, etc. 4) Defense

department – Conducting Karate classes, arms and explosives training, etc. There

are 60 centers meant for such training in Kerala.

Chopping of hands and legs is a normal style of PFI. There were several

incidents in Malappuram district. The common reasons for such violence are –
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teaching Karate to Hindu boys, taking injured people (attacked by PFI) to hospital,

Muslim youth wearing saffron dhothi, conducting music programs, etc.

State Intelligence made a shocking revelation that several Hindu and Christian

youths and middle-aged are missing. The enquiry with their available addresses

drew a blank. The Special Branch of the Police infers that these persons are recruited

for terrorist activities. This became evident when four Keralites were killed in an

encounter with the security forces in Kashmir on 7th and 10th of October, 2008.

One among the four was identified to be a Christian, Varghese Joseph of

Ernakulam, who converted to Islam as Muhammed Yasin in April 2008 and vanished

subsequently. Fateh Muhammed who was caught by Karnataka Police was

previously Shivram of Palakkad district in Kerala. Himam Ali and Hyder Ali who got

killed in an encounter with Tamil Nadu Police were actually converts from Hindu

fold. They also were Keralites.

Following these incidents, the Intelligence Wing of Kerala Police submitted a

report to the Home Secretary. The report said that between 2003 and 2007, a total

of 6530 conversions to Islam have been recorded. Out of this figure, 5200 were

Hindus and 1330 were Christians. All these conversions were conducted at Islamic

centers in Ponnani and Kozhikkode.

Though the DGP in his affidavit submitted to Kerala HC feigned ignorance

about the ‘Love Jihad’ or ‘Romeo Jihad’, the Intelligence Wing is still holding that

the four thousand odd girls who got converted to marry Muslim boys were actually

trapped in false love affairs. The districtwise details of girls who converted and

deserted their parents are: Thiruvananthapuram 216, Kollam 98, Alappuzha 78,

Pathanamthitta 87, Idukki 156, Kottayam 116, Ernakulam 228, Trissur 102, Palakkad

111, Malappuram 412, Kozhikkode 364, Kannur 312 and Kasargod 586. The district

wise cases registered are: Thiruvananthapuram 26, Kollam 34, Alappuzha 22,

Pathanamthitta 36, Idukki 16, Kottayam 46, Ernaklam 52, Thrissur 41, Palakkad

19, Malappuram 88, Kozhikkode 92, Kannur 106 and Kasargode 123. Despite

these facts, PFI will not tolerate even one Muslim girl/boy converting to Hindu fold

or to Christianity. There are several incidents of Muslim violence on their own girls
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for marrying non-Muslims, not wearing purdah, learning Kerala’s classical dances

or music, etc.

The ideological line of interpretation of Quran and activities adopted by PFI

and JIH are based on the preachings of Abul  A’Ala Moududi (founder of the JIH)

and Hasan ul Banna (founder of the Muslim Brotherhood). Many books authored

by these two preachers of religious violence are in circulation. Such books are

published and sold by the publication division of JIH, the Islamic Publication House,

Kozhikkode. PFI vastly circulated a pamphlet named ‘Islam and Democracy’ in

which a simple argument is put forth. “India is a democracy. Majority of Indians are

Hindus. Therefore, one will never be able to establish a Muslim State through

elections. So, democracy is of no use. Secularism means treating all religions with

equal respect or indifference. This is not acceptable to Islam because Islam does

not recognize any other religion worthy of existence. In both counts - democracy

and secularism- the Constitution of India is inconsistent with the basic tenets of

Islam. Therefore, a true Muslim cannot bear faith or allegiance to this Constitution.

Freedom Parades conducted by PFI are aimed to achieve ‘Freedom from India’. It

is a demonstration of the resolve to fight against the Indian State”.

This booklet was one of the reasons for the PFI activists getting booked under

National Security Act (NSA) and Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act.

Many of the International Jihad mongers regularly visit Kerala - especially

Kozhikkode and Malappuram. The speeches made are highly antinational,

communal and vituperative. The world (in)famous terror cleric Yusuf-ul-Qaradawi

tops among the foreign speakers. This man openly supports separatists in J & K by

calling them Freedom Fighters. The book ‘Qaradawi’s Fatwas’ in two volumes was

published by Islamic Publishing House in Malayalam. Another book ‘Al Iqwanul

Muslimoon’ (meaning Muslim Brotherhood) in Malayalam is running the second

edition now. It declares, in unequivocal language - "Allah is our destination. Rasul

is our leader. Quran is our Constitution. Jihad is our path. Death in the path to Allah

is our greatest wish." This, briefly, is the ideological mindset being nurtured and

nourished in the brains of the present day Muslim youth of Kerala.
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Many times newspaper reports appear indicating confusion among the top

ranking officers of the Kerala Police. Media is full of reports of lack of coordination

among the Intelligence and Investigation departments. Paid officers of PFI and JIH

are another serious concern. This report on an IPS officer is self explanatory. The

name T. Nazeer appearing in the last part of point no.2, is actually Thadiyantavide

Nazeer, one of the prime accused in the Bengaluru blast case.

Politicians are afraid of antagonizing Muslim vote bank. Result? There is no

policing worth its name in Muslim dominated areas. It is a letter from the Internal

Security Department of the Union Home Ministry. Malappuram in this letter is the

Muslim majority district. Beemappalli is an area thickly populated by Muslims near

Thiruvananthapuram air port. All foreign goods including drugs are openly sold

there. Even the District Collector is not permitted to enter the area unless sanction

is obtained from Muslim leaders. Pulled and pressurized from all sides, the Home

Minister of Kerala, Shri. Kodiyeri Balakrishnan admitted openly that the PFI/NDF

activists are directly implicated in 22 murders in the State.

The situation is going to be worse by the Union Government’s instruction to

deploy more Muslim-police in Muslim concentrated areas. This is being done in the

name of Sachar Committee, while Sachar has not made such a recommendation.

This is the picture of present day Kerala. A Kashmir in the making?
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KERALA - WAITING FOR THE BIG ONE

- Girish P

Kerala has been and continues to be a safe haven, as well as a center of

recruitment, training, transit and funding for Jihadi extremism in our country. Jihadi

activity has been aided by the ‘secular’ establishment at one time or another either

by omission or commission.

The T J Joseph incident

On 4 July 2010, a group of eight people in a Maruti Omni waylaid the car

carrying Professor TJ Joseph near his home at Muvattupuzha. Joseph was pulled

out of his car and thrown on the ground. While one of the assailants held Joseph

another one stepped on his right hand pinning it to the ground and proceeded to

hack it with an axe. The severed hand was thrown a few meters away. His sister

and 85 year old mother were kicked and punched for good measure. The assailants

kept on asking the professor if he thought he could ‘get away after insulting Islam’.

TJ Joseph, a professor of Malayalam at Newman College, Kottayam, had

allegedly disrespected Prophet Mohammed while preparing a question paper for

the Malayalam semester examination paper for B.Com. students. He had been

sentenced for amputation for blasphemy by a local Jihadi ‘court’.
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The incident sent shockwaves across the state. The media frenzy was

unprecedented and the Home department swung into action. TJ Joseph, a member

of the Communist affiliated AKPCTA was on his way back from Sunday church

when he was attacked.

The state police of Kerala claim to have “unearthed the vast network” of the

PFI. After a series of raids performed by police at the houses of PFI members, the

district secretary of the PFI “threatened the officer with dire consequences if he

continued raiding the houses of its activists”. Meanwhile cables connected to the

braking system of a passenger train in Nilambur were found to have been cut

precisely with a blade. Simultaneously, explosives and detonators, were discovered

inside many trains and buses in North Kerala. Police intensified the raids and a

special team was constituted to arrest the culprits.

On July 9th, Police found propaganda videos from the global Islamic terrorist

network al-Qaeda in the possession of one PFI member. A rifle, fake SIM cards,

and fake identity cards were found in the possession of another. The BJP called for

a ban on the PFI and examination of possible links between the PFI and the Taliban

by the National Investigation Agency.

Further raids revealed that the PFI had its own intelligence network which

monitored the State Police. The Jihadi network had identified police officers who

could cause them trouble. The navy operations at Cochin Port and the Anti-terrorist

mock drills carried out by the security forces also received scrutiny from this Jihadi

‘intelligence’ network.

The Kerala government has since informed the state high court that

investigators have obtained evidence that the radical outfit Popular Front of India

had connection with the Hizbul Mujahideen, Lashkar-e-Tayiba and Al Qaeda.The

submission in this regard was made by R Rajashekharan Nair, Deputy Secretary

(Home) in a counter affidavit filed in a PIL by Gireesh Babu seeking a ban on PFI

and to handover the investigation on the attack of the lecturer to National

Investigation Agency (NIA).

Till date more than 50 PFI activists and leaders have been arrested and arms

training programs and public parades of the organization stopped. However, the
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state government has refused to hand over the related case to the NIA or to impose

a ban on the organization. Nor has the state been able to identify the channels of

the vast funds flowing into the state to fuel the Jihadi machine.

In July 2007, Home Minister Kodiyeri Balakrishnan told the state assembly

that hawala transactions worth an estimated Rs 10,000 crore were taking place in

Kerala every year. However, according to the central government the yearly amount

of hawala inflow into Kerala is Rs. 20,000 crore. Intelligence agencies say a good

chunk of this goes to spreading fanaticism. Even so, the state and the center have

been at a blame game about who is responsible for unearthing this fuel for terror.

The NDF, the Popular Front and the ‘Secular’ State

Established in 1993, the National Development Front has 19 Supreme Council

members. Among them is one Prof P. Koya. Koya is one of the founding members

of the banned Jihadi outfit SIMI. Presently NDF operates inside Kerala with around

25000 cadres.

The Popular Front is supported by the Karnataka Forum for Dignity (KFD) of

Karnataka, the National Development Front (NDF) of Kerala, and Manitha Neethi

Pasarai (MNP) of Tamil Nadu. Incidently, M. Ghulam Ahmed, founder of the Manitha

Neethi Pasarai was the former zonal president of the SIMI. The support and

connivance of the ‘secular’ parties was always available for Popular front’s growth

and activities.

 When the Popular Front organized a National Convention on Reservation

in Higher Education at New Delhi along with the All India Milli Council on

29 August 2006, the dignitaries who addressed the convention included

Mr. V. P. Singh, Honorable former Prime Minister and Mr. Oscar Fernandez,

Honorable Union Minister.

 The Marad massacre in North Kerala, in which eight Hindu fishermen were

killed in a single attack, was the ‘highlight’ of NDF activity in the state. The

Thomas P. Joseph Commission report found that “activists of IUML (a
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coalition partner of the Congress led ruling party) and NDF, a Muslim outfit,

were actively involved in the massacre”.

 Ms. Neera Rawat (IPS), Senior Superintendent of Police, Bareilly, Uttar

Pradesh, who was the Kozhikode City Police Commissioner from March

22, 1997 to May 16th, 1999 deposed before the Marad Judicial Inquiry

Commission that the police had prepared confidential and authentic reports

that ISI and Iran were the fund sponsors of the NDF. No action was taken

by the Kerala government on this report.

 Assistant Commissioner of Police (ACP) Special Branch, Ernakulam, A.V.

George deposed before Marad inquiry panel on 29/10/2005 that a key

witness in an illegal arms possession case had given a statement to the

police during its investigation that the NDF had been receiving crores of

rupees as funds from foreign countries to carry out its training programmes.

ACP George also added quoting the testimony made by arrested NDF

cadres that NDF had been sending people to Pakistan for the last several

years. Still no action was taken against the NDF organization.

The cover-up continue and so does the ‘action’

One Jaleel, who was arrested for recruiting youths from Kerala for Jihad in

Kashmir was reportedly an NDF member. The NDF, while not denying Jaleel’s

association with, announced Jaleel’s expulsion. The case was closed. The NDF

was let off the hook once again.

It was first reported that the brutal Taliban style attack was executed at the

instance of an alleged court of Popular Front of India. However, the State Minister

made a statement that government doesn’t have information of such a court,

but there is a local formation of ‘Dar-ul Khada’ that was functioning to resolve

civil disputes.

Meanwhile the NDF and its Popular Front continued their ‘activities’. A typical

case reported by media is killing Fakir Uppappa or Siddhan, killed in June for
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indulging in “un-Islamic spiritualism”. Bhaudhik Pramukh of Kannur district RSS

was murdered.

     As part of an elaborate smokescreen, Popular Front of India and its allies

started conducting freedom parades on August 15th of every year as part of

celebrating Independence Day. A Human Rights organization - CHRO was floated

staffed by erstwhile naxalites and some ‘secular intellectuals’. Media received special

attention so did ‘social services’. Couched in a politically correct rhetoric, protected

by the same democratic rights it sought to destroy, the front was allowed to function.

Love Jihad

Instances of entrapment of Hindu and Christian girls using jihadi ‘playboys’

for conversion to Islam were reported by almost all newspapers of Kerala including

the ‘secular’ ones. The Home Ministry did its best to sweep this phenomenon of

‘Love Jihad’ under the carpet.

However, the maverick Kerala Chief Minister V S Achutanandan, who often

enjoys messing up with the careful make up of the party’s official faction, has come

out with his version stating that the raids on the PFI offices have revealed that the

PFI has plans to Islamize Kerala over a 20 year period using “money and marriages”,

attempting to influence “youth of other religions and converting them by giving

money, marrying them to Muslim women and thus producing kids of the community”.

Tales of Omission and Commission. Who is responsible?

    The training camp held by outlawed SIMI in the tourist haven of Vagamon

in Idukki district of Kerala in December 2007 seems to have gone unnoticed by

police and intelligence agencies until after the arrest of Riyazuddin Nasser, a

Pakistan trained terrorist in Davengere in Karnataka in January 2008. A case in

connection with the holding of the camp, which saw attendance of over 40 Jihadi

cadres, was registered by the Kerala Police only on June 19th, 2008, more than 7

months after it was held. Sources claimed that training in sophisticated arms was

given to the participants, a charge now confirmed by the Gujarat police too.
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   But there is more to the story. At least two of those who attended the Vagamon

camp – Shaduli and Ansar Moulavi- had been arrested by Kerala police on August

15, 2006 for holding a meeting in Binanipuram in Alwaye near Kochi. Though about

18 men took part in the meeting, Kerala Police mysteriously arrested only 5 and let

off the rest after making one of them the complainant in the case. Even those

arrested got bail a few days later. Though fingers are being pointed at the role of

some senior officers who are said to have enabled watering down of the case, the

state is yet to nail them.

The Madani Phenomenon – Clear and present nexus

    Abdul Nasser Madani was arrested in 1998 in connection with serials blasts

which hit Coimbatore in February that year ahead of a visit by L K Advani and killed

58 people. This was the biggest terror strike in South India till date.

While in jail, the PDP leader was regularly visited by senior politicians of the

Congress and the CPM. In March 2006 the Kerala Assembly passed a unanimous

resolution calling for Madani’s release. Congress leader and Leader of the

Opposition Oommen Chandy has publicly stated that he had visited Madani twice

in the jail.

In August 2007, Abdul Nasser Madani, who was the accused number 14 in

the February 1998 serial blasts at Coimbatore, was released on bail. On reaching

Trivandrum, Madani was given a rousing reception at the Shankhumukham beach.

On the dias to receive Madani were Kerala Home Minister Kodiyeri Balakrishnan,

Cultural Minister MA Baby and others. In fact the ministers were waiting for 2 hours

to receive Madani. In September, 2010 Pinarayi Vijayan sealed the political alliance

with Madani by sharing the dais with The PDP chief.

The Karnataka Police have since arrested Madani for his role in the Bangalore

serial bomb blasts.

‘Honor killings’ which went unnoticed by  the ‘secular media’

In Malappuram for instance, Chekanoor Moulavi, an Islamist reformist scholar
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was abducted from his home and murdered by some persons following “ideological

differences” in 1993. The main accused is still believed to be hiding in the Gulf.

In Malappuram, Palakkad and Thrissur, at least four murders in the late 1990s

were traced to the banned Al Umma. All of the victims were from non Muslim

communities and were alleged to have had relations with Muslim women.

Jihadi Modus operandi inside Kerala

Jihadi elements from Kerala generally conduct operations outside the state.

One can see their fingerprints all over the country, be it in the blasts in Karnataka,

Gujarat or Rajastan.

Inside Kerala, the Jihadis keep a low profile and confine their activities to

religious policing and an occasional murder. Free from undue Police harassment

till now, Kerala thus has been a safe and benign environment for Jihadis for money

laundering, training and recruitment. For murders inside Kerala, Jihadis have been

careful so as not to use guns or high explosives and thus escape from the radar of

the national security agencies.

However the Jihadis resort to low intensity bomb blasts and intimidation

whenever the state security agencies turn on the heat.

Thus small-scale explosions have been a regular phenomenon in the state

during the last few years. The seizure of pipe bombs (nitroglycerine charges in iron

tubes) concealed in plastic bags under the Kadalundi Bridge in Malappuram in

1996 gave credence to fears of terror groups gaining roots and possible infiltration

by Pakistan’s ISI among extremist groups in this region.

Though many isolated events linked with fundamentalist groups continued at

regular intervals, since 2005 a series of low-intensity explosions, like the ones in

Kozhikode bus station and a fishing boat in a local harbour, and periodic arms

seizures across the state were all ominous trends pointing to Kerala turning into an

extremist base. Adding to this was Kerala’s strategic position as a transit point for

hawala rackets.
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Kerala Jihadi operations outside Kerala

It is now clear that the blasts in Karnataka, Gujarat and Rajastan had a Kerala

connection. Jihadis from Kerala were gunned down along the Kashmir border while

trying to cross over to Pakistan. Most of these elements have been caught by

security agencies of other states and not by the Kerala Police.

Prominent among the key SIMI-IM operators from Kerala is C.A.M. Basheer,

an aeronautical engineer from Aluva and the former national president of SIMI.

Other SIMI leaders from Kerala are Peediyekkal Shibili, his brother Shaduli and

Ansar Maulavi. They were arrested in Indore in March 2008. Sarfraz Nawaz,

Secretary at the SIMI Delhi office, was picked up by the RAW from Muscat last year.

The police had found that Nawaz financed the Bangalore blasts and knew

Basheer. It was Sainudheen alias Satharbhai of Malappuram, Kerala who designed

the explosives for Bangalore, Ahmedabad and Surat blasts in 2008. Tadiyantavide

Nazeer, also from Kerala, who had played a key role in recruiting youth for training

at Lashkar camps, was nabbed last November from Bangladesh and is suspected

to have been with the IM since 2008. Key players absconding from Kerala are

C.A.M. Basheer, Ayoob, Ummer Farook and Subaih.

Recently the Kerala Police has nabbed some recruitment agents from Kochi

and Kannur who had facilitated the recruitment of ‘misguided’ youths from Kerala

to join the ranks of jihadi groups in Kashmir. Investigators now suspect that at least

60-70 youths have mysteriously disappeared from the Kochi and Malabar belt and

could have landed up in Kashmir. The revelation of Keralite youths becoming foot

soldiers in the Kashmir militancy first came out early October after the Jammu and

Kashmir (J&K) Police gunned down a militant hailing from Kovalam in

Thiruvananthapuram. Some documents written in Malayalam were found on his

body which brought to light the first case of a Kerala link to Kashmir militancy.

On October 7, 2010 two militants identified as Abdul Rehman and Muhammad

Fayaz belonging to Kannur and Malappuram districts of Kerala were killed in a

shootout with security forces in Lolab area of Kupwara district. Similarly on October
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10, 2010 three more militants, which included two Keralites and one Pakistani

national, were killed in another encounter in Kupwara district. The two from Kerala

were identified as Muhammad Yasin and Faizu belonging to Ernakulam and Kannur

districts respectively.

Though the Kerala Police initially refused to accept this, they had to retract

after the J&K Police reported gunning down more militants hailing from Kerala,

which forced the Kerala Police to undertake raids in Kannur and Kochi. The arrest

of two recruitment agents – Faisal and Jaleel - in Kochi and Kannur led to the

revelation that over 60-70 youths could have gone to training camps in Kashmir

and Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK). Jaleel was under watch for some time for

receiving telephone calls from one of the militants killed in Kashmir. In fact, the

local media reported Jaleel confessing to sending over 300 youths from Kerala to

Kashmir, though the Kerala Police denied such reports. Mohammed Yasin, who is

originally a Christian hailing from Ernakulam, was a recent convert to Islam and

was a history sheeter who made it to Kashmir in early October. The Kerala Police

is now questioning an underworld gang leader in Kochi with whom Yasin was earlier

involved in criminal activities.

The Kerala Police

Many opine that the Kerala police is/was the best. Left to themselves, there

was no situation in the state they could not handle. After all it was this force which

decimated the budding naxal problem in the state during the 1970s. But political

interference can mess up the best of institutions.

  And so while central and other state intelligence agencies have been actively

pursuing various groups acting out of Kerala, the same level of enthusiasm is not

seen in the efforts of the Kerala Police. The sheer incredulity with which the Kerala

Police initially refused to accept the Kerala link to Kashmir militancy is typical

of a force unable to cope with the unprecedented security challenges faced by

the state.

It is not to be forgotten that T. Nassir, the main accused in the Bangalore



serial blasts case, had ‘escaped’ from Kerala police custody earlier and was finally

traced back to Bangladesh by security agencies of other states.  

Though the Kerala Police had acted quickly to round up SIMI activists in

Binanipuram, the act of releasing them without proper follow-up, despite impounding

seditious literature showing linkages with Pakistan-based terrorist groups, shows

the lack of awareness and preparedness to meet such eventualities.

Compounding such deficiencies is the failure of the state’s intelligence

mechanism which could not track the activities in Vagamon, where some activists

involved in subsequent terror attacks in the country were allegedly trained. While

lack of resources and manpower is a usual excuse, a media report recently pointed

out that the Kerala Police was among the few state police wings which has not

participated in the specialized anti-terror training for state forces conducted by the

National Security Guards (NSG) in the past few years.

The Muslim vote bank in the state has acted as a strong incentive to the

politicians to go soft on Islamic terror.  After all Muslims constitute 24% of the

states population and no party can come to power without their support. While the

congress depends upon the Muslim league to rope in the Muslim vote, the CPM

has to appease Madani and Co. for the same.

Perhaps the tactic of the jihadis in Kerala not to carry out major offensive

operations inside the state while using the state as a springboard for attacks

elsewhere, has also contributed to the  laid back attitude of the Kerala Police. But

given the fact that the focus of the national security agencies about terrorist activities

in Kerala is intensifying, it is only a matter of time before the chickens come home

to roost.
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Here Come the Pious

- V K Shashikumar*

Engineering student Rayana Khasi returned home to north Kerala from Chennai

four months ago, charmed and unaware that she was carrying deadly arsenal in

her baggage. She had just finished with a course in aeronautical engineering, and

was considering a career in the civil services. From Chennai she brought a few of

her favourite things, Dreams, Knickknacks and Jeans. In Kasargod, northern Kerala,

where she lived, Rayana got the shock of her life. They hated her jeans. They

called her at odd times, men she didn’t know, and told her what they would do with

her if she didn’t dump the jeans and put on purdah. Each time Rayana stepped out,

they stared and said horrible things.

Then, four months later, she wrote to the Women’s Commission asking that

she be allowed to wear what she likes. The state posted constables to protect

Rayana so she could sport denim. Now, they stalked her. One day Rayana was

returning after meeting her lawyer in Ernakulam, a town near the middle of Kerala.

The constable got off midway. A group tried to block the car Rayana was in. She

drove off. They chased the car and attacked her with stones. She had to drive to a

town nearby, where the locals lent a touch of security. All this, because they didn’t

like what she wore. Because they thought she was impious.

They said they were from the Popular Front of India. Initially it was teasing

and harassment. But harassment is worse than a threat to life. The comments and

*Tehelka, Vo.7, Issue 40, October 09, 2010.
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staring each time I ventured out, as if I was a criminal, was intolerable. They wrote

to me saying they want me to wear purdah. They said what I did was blasphemy.

But I don’t think it is a problem of Islam. This is an issue of the right over one’s

body. It is sad that everybody is making it out as a religious problem, even those

who support me,” says Rayana. Soon after the stone attack, she met Chief Minister

VS Achuthanandan and the DGP. “They promised me they would do their best.”

The Popular Front of India (PFI), with its headquarters in Kozhikode, Kerala,

is throwing up a curious test for India’s secularism. In classified central government

reports, the PFI is accused of introducing an extremist pan-Islamist movement to

India. In submissions to the High Court, the Kerala police claim it is linked to the Al

Qaeda. Achuthanandan suggested the PFI has a 20-year plan to Islamicise Kerala.

And then, Keralites were jolted out of their secular somnambulism on the first

Sunday of July when a bunch of PFI cadres chopped the right palm of a college

teacher, T. J. Joseph, for setting a question paper that allegedly insulted Prophet

Mohammad.

Hindus and Christians are beginning to feel uncomfortable with this brand of

assertive, militant religion-centred politics. “They are the Indian Taliban, but they

cannot overcome the syncretic culture of Kerala,” says Raveendran, a building

contractor in Thrissur. According to him, the PFI is a temporary fad funded by

petrodollars from Saudi Arabia. Mathew Nethumpara, a lawyer in Ernakulam, says

he is not surprised because “intolerance has been brewing for several years”.

Rayana’s struggle is a graphic illustration of the holes in Kerala’s secular net. This

young student from Cherkalam in Kasargod has already received two death threats

from the PFI for refusing to wear the veil. “I will not succumb to their pressure,”

she says.

The PFI is a four-year-old organisation that has thrived on the controversy it

generates. It was formed in December 2006, when three organisations, the National

Development Front (NDF) of Kerala, the Manitha Neethi Pasarai (MNP) of Tamil

Nadu, and the Karnataka Forum for Dignity (KFD) merged to form the new entity.

The NDF was involved in the Marad Beach carnage, Kerala, in May 2003. Its cadres
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killed eight Hindu fishermen after a scuffle over drinking water at a public tap spiraled

into a communal conflict. In 2009, a special court sentenced 65 NDF cadres to life

imprisonment for this. The MNP is believed to be the new avatar of Al-Umma,

accused of attacking an office of the rightwing Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh

(RSS) in Chennai in November 1993. Eleven RSS cadres were killed here. The

PFI considers the members of Hamas, Taliban, and Al Qaeda as freedom fighters.

In one of its publications, it says: “We declare solidarity to the freedom fighters in

Palestine, Afghanistan and Iraq.”

Confidential missives of the Union Ministry of Home Affairs and the Kerala

Police accessed by TEHELKA suggest the PFI is the fastest-growing cadre-based

Muslim organisation in India. It held its first political conference in 2009 in Kozhikode,

where it came out with its influential Kozhikode Declaration. In it, the PFI said: “The

War on Terror is a US agenda. It is a political tactic shaped by hegemonic forces

bent upon world domination. The Muslims are the victims of the war on terror. The

Indian government supports the WOT and makes available the county’s machinery

for implementing the plan hatched by the US-Israel axis. It’s in the wake of this

alliance that we witness the increase in bomb blasts in the country.

“The Muslims, on the other hand, have been pushed down by inferiority complex

created by peculiar historic developments. They are under the wrong impression

that any political move of their own is wrong. While the national secular parties are

anxious to use the Muslim votes, they have been reluctant to take them in as equal

partners. They have failed to secure the rights of the Muslims as citizens and

refused to give even legal protection to them during communal riots which are a

byword for collective anti-Muslim attacks. When the administration joined hands

with anti-Muslim forces it created fear in Muslim minds. There is strong suspicion

that plans are being hatched and implemented deliberately to break the Muslims

economically and socially.

“The denial of basic needs and willful negligence of their just demands have

imposed social slavery. No political party can shrug off responsibility for creating

this situation. So it is imperative that Muslim organisations come to the forefront for
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the advancement of the community and to create awareness about their rights.”

It is impossible to judge whether the PFI has really sown the seeds of

Talibanisation in India. For instance, Kerala’s Director General of Police Jacob

Punnose says, “I realise the danger but I don’t want to exaggerate it.” Unnikrishnan,

a well-known Malayalam filmmaker and culture critic says educated Muslim youth

in Kerala cannot be seen in a monolithic context. “But we cannot deny that the

consolidation of pan-Islamism can be seen in Kerala.” He considers the PFI’s militant

retaliation for perceived injustices “a dangerously romantic imagery”. He says Muslim

radicalisation in Kerala would have a big impact.

THE PFI’s Kerala head Nasrudheen Elamaram says his organisation is

expanding because there is a feeling among Muslims, Dalits and Adivasis that they

have been cheated. The PFI sees the State as the enemy. That there are visible

signs of Islamisation is accepted by all. Unnikrishnan describes this as “hybrid

Islamisation”. Suddenly, over the past decade, Kerala’s 26 percent Muslims appear

to be twice their number. That’s because the dress code of Kerala Muslims has

been made Arabic. All across Kerala most Muslim women wear head scarves or

purdah or hijab. “It is fashionable to wear hijab,” says Salima, a student of B. Sc. in

Kozhikode’s Ferook College. When first-generation educated Muslims went to the

Gulf countries, they returned far more conservative than they might have been

when they left India. This has been subsequently imbibed by friends, relatives and

neighbours. While Elamaram admits “Gulf influence” is a factor, he adds, “Purdah

is matter of faith. There is no compulsion.”

Sunil Kumar KK, is an administrator in Calicut University. He has been an

anti-communalism activist working primarily among students. “In the past few years

I have seen more women, and more educated women, for instance my neighbour

who has a Ph.D., take to the hijab. There is radicalisation but that would be in small

pockets. Also, one must not underestimate the role of the mafia in fuelling terror activities

or easing recruitment. Go to a remote town and promise jobs or college admissions or

just money. Tell people that ‘another community’ has lots of college seats and Muslims

don’t. This seems to be what works for groups like the PFI,” he says.
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PART OF the PFI’s growth is because it has a separate media company, the

Inter Media Private Limited, held by the Thejas Publishing Charitable Trust. Thejas

is the name of the PFI’s Malayalam daily that started publishing in January 2006.

Since then the PFI has launched four news publications in Malayalam, Tamil and

Kannada. It also has four book publishing ventures in the same languages. It has

a website and a dedicated web team. It has set up an ‘Empower India Press’ to

publish titles in English, Hindi and Urdu. Another organisation, called ‘Media

Research and Development’ produces audio-visual products and documentaries.

“We see the media as a vehicle for political empowerment,” says NP Chekkutty,

Executive Editor of Thejas. “The PFI’s membership is only for Muslims because a

cadre-based organisation is important for social mobilisation. So, it is not the

talibanisation or radicalisation in the sense of what is happening in Pakistan and

Afghanistan,” he adds. Soon Thejas will start an edition in Saudi Arabia. So far,

Thejas has employed more than 400 media professionals and is working on a

Saudi Arabia edition.

All this has caught the Centre’s attention. A letter classified as secret issued

by the union home ministry on 25 November 2009 states: “Thejas is part of a pan-

Islamic publication network catering to the communal agenda of certain

organisations. The publication invariably takes anti-establishment views on issues

like plight of Muslims, Kashmir, and India’s relations with the US and Israel.

Occasionally, it describes the government’s counter-militancy effort as state-

sponsored terrorism, thereby endorsing the stance of militant elements. More

importantly, contemporary developments and issues are invariably projected with

a communal slant.” The Kerala Government took this seriously and withdrew all

advertisements from Thejas on 14 May this year. “In the past financial year we got

more than Rs 80 lakh as revenue from government advertisements. The decision

to withdraw them from Thejas is a political decision aimed at destroying the

newspaper,” says Chekkutty. But, in strange twist, the Centre’s Directorate of

Advertising and Visual Publicity revived government advertisements in Thejas. The

first one was an appeal by the central government to maintain calm and peace in

the aftermath of the Allahabad High Court’s Babri Masjid verdict!
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  In the period after the Babri Masjid verdict, the PFI is gearing up to bring all

Muslim groups in India under its banner. At its Kozhikode conference, Zafaryab

Jilani, the convener of the Babri Masjid Action Committee, articulated a long-

cherished dream. “The Front should make sure that under its banner all the

suppressed sections close ranks.” The Kozhikode Declaration also called for the

unification and consolidation of Muslims, Dalits and Backwards as a ‘genuine Third

Force’ in Indian politics.

    The PFI has garnered rapid support within the Muslim community because

it has been able to demonstrate its organisational capability. Its ‘Freedom Parade’

is the shining showpiece of its cadrestrength. On 15 August in the past two years,

PFI cadres dressed in uniforms similar to paramilitary organisations staged a

perfectly synchronised march in cities across Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka.

Muslims in Kozhikode thronged the roads and packed into the city stadium to watch

the march. In 2008, the PFI chose to stage the Freedom March in Mangalore, a

town known for its Hindutva extremist groups like the Sri Ram Sene. PFI seniors

take pains to explain the rationale of the Freedom Parade. “The Muslim community

needs to show its strength for political mobilisation. A disciplined cadre-based

organisation is necessary for the progress of the community,” says Elamaram.

  This year the Kerala Government banned the parade. Kerala police officers

point to a few curious features of the PFI’s show of strength. It was always held in

the afternoon or evening after the official Independence Day functions were over.

No PFI senior has ever turned up for official I-Day functions. The PFI has consistently

refused to furnish the list of names and contact details of its marching cadres to the

police so their strength is not precisely known. Police officers claim the cadres

have been trained by former police and army personnel. The police claim that

within the PFI, there is an Ideology Wing, Intelligence Wing and an Action Group.

Some south Indian Muslims admire the PFI for its educational, social and

public health initiatives. It offers career counselling, distributes educational aids

and study material, and runs motivational programmes like the ‘School Chalo’

campaign every summer. Its medical camps are also popular. But the biggest
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inducement for Muslim youth to join the PFI is jobs. “We have been fairly successful

in building an organisation. There was a change because employment was given

to Muslim girls, boys and Dalits,” says Elamaram. The police claim PFI goes beyond

providing jobs. “All Muslim youth joining the PFI are given mobile phones,

motorcycles and money. The organisation also assists in job recruitments in the

Gulf,” says Vinson M Paul, ADGP, Crime.

The PFI says it tapped into the anger of the Indian Muslim community after

the release of the Sachar Committee Report. The official admission by the

government that the Muslim community is the most backward in India set the ground

for the PFI’s spectacular growth. Its assertive, militant brand of politics aimed at

acquiring political power at the national level appealed to Muslims who felt powerless.

The PFI’s political rationale, that the Indian Muslim community’s absence in the

corridors of power is the root cause for genocidal attacks on Muslims, has resonated

deeply within the community. This powerlessness leads to systematic killings of

Muslims in fake encounters and communal pogroms, the PFI holds.

The Babri Masjid demolition, the riots in its wake and the Gujarat genocide

are often cited in PFI literature. The organisation believes the American war on

terror and India’s new-found friendship with Israel has furthered weakened Muslim

“servility”. They claim that India’s security and strategic establishment have been

irreparably influenced by American and Israeli intelligence and security agencies.

PFI claims that Indian Muslims are victimised by Hindus for eating beef. The media

constantly questions their patriotism and unquestioningly accept the role of Muslims

in terrorist activities.

Much of this is true and a decision by Indian Muslims to consolidate themselves

as a self-confident political force, partaking of democracy as equal players not

second-class citizens dependent on “appeasements”, could have been a welcome

move. Like the social churn Lalu Prasad and Mayawati brought in their wake, it

could bring positive yield: more jobs, more education, more leverage. What makes

the growth of the PFI and its associate organisations worrying though is its undertow

of violence and Islamic fundamentalism. Says Hameed Chennamangalur, former
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Calicut University professor and social commentator, “It’s not just the PFI. There

are many other groups that share their Islamist ideology. They are like the Al-

Qaeda and similar groupings in Egypt, Pakistan or Bangladesh. They oppose

America not because it is imperialist but because it is Christian imperialism and

they see Islam as the only truth. The PFI, unlike older avatars, is extremely well

funded and has been steadily building institutions — newspapers, publishing,

schools.

 “Mainstream Muslims in Kerala may not come out and applaud them when

they do things like cutting the professor’s hand but they support them inwardly.

They have supported them quietly earlier when, as the NDF, they conducted similar

moral policing. The question paper incident was a small issue that they blew up

because groups like them do not tolerate criticism or perceived criticism of Islam.

Just like the Ram Sene or the Shiv Sena they are geared to blowing up tiny incidents.

A Muslim school in Kannur that took boys and girls out on a normal school

excursion gets attacked. Their bus gets blocked because the NDF does not want

boys or girls to mix. Or in Malapurram they tell Muslim owners of restaurants that

they cannot open during Ramadan. Or decades ago in the same region the NDF

burnt movie theatres they suspected were showing pornographic films. The people

who need to worry in Kerala are liberal Muslims. The people who supported the

professor who had his hand chopped off, pro-Rushdie people, pro-Taslima Nasreen

people ... they are the ones who need to watch out. People like the Chekkanur

Moulvi who was a progressive cleric who was kidnapped and killed in 1993 ...

those are the kind of people who need to worry.”

There is evidently big following for the PFI even in states other than Kerala. In

the past two years the PFI and its political wing, Social Democratic Party of India,

have set up committees in 15 states and already have a significant following in

Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. The PFI’s formulations of “total empowerment”

for Muslims, Dalits, Adivasis and Backward Castes have connected with other

Muslim political groups and parties. The Asom United Democratic Front (AUDF),

led by perfume magnate Maulana Badruddin Ajmal, has declared solidarity with
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the PFI. The AUDF, with 11 MLAs in the 126-member Assam legislature, is a

significant player in Assam politics. Political midgets like the Milli Ettehad Parishad

in West Bengal and the Tamil Nadu Muslim Munnetra Kazhgam (TMMK) have

joined the PFI-led national alliance of Muslim groups and parties. Much of this

comes from the Kozhikode conference. There, Ebrahim Rasool, then advisor to

the South African President, energised the PFI leadership with a simple proposition:

“Muslims in South Africa account for 3 percent of its population, but have 15 percent

representation in Parliament. If we can do it, why can’t the 13 percent Muslims in

India do the same thing?”

Stuff like this is raising an alarm in New Delhi and Thiruvananthapuram.

Achuthanandan said the PFI was trying to make Kerala a “Muslim country.” “How

can we convert all the people of Kerala to Islam in 20 years?” rebuts Elamaram.

“If this is true, then Achuthanandan and his children too will have to change

their religion.”

Taking a cue from the freedom guaranteed in the Indian Constitution to

propagate religion, the PFI has set up religious propagation and education centres

in Theni and Ervadi in Tamil Nadu. While Kerala police officials allege that these

Arivagam centres for men and women are basically conversion centres, the PFI

claims these are institutions for teaching the basic tenets of Islam over four months

to those who voluntarily accept it as their religion. The course covers “reading

Quran, performing salah, learning basic duas and hadiths and also conveys the

message of Islam to the people. Accommodation, food and other basic requirements

are given free for those who undergo these courses.” The ‘Q’ (intelligence)

Branch of the Tamil Nadu Police has despatched several missives to the

government alleging that the PFI is conducting a conversion campaign through

its Arivagam centres.

The PFI also mobilised the Imams in Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka to

form the Imams Council “for unity among the ulema”. The eventual aim is to string

together a National Imams Council “to undertake (Muslim) social causes more

effectively. But this is being viewed suspiciously by central intelligence agencies
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and the Kerala police because one of the first acts of the Imam Council was to

republish a controversial 55-page book, ‘Asavarnarkku Nallathu Islam’ (Islam is

Good for Non-Savarnas).

This book was first published by the Thiyya Youth League of Kochi in 1936. It

contained essays by well known Ezhava and Thiyya intellectuals like Sahodaran

K. Ayyappan, K. Sukumaran, K.C. Vallon and AK Bhaskar. They advocated mass

conversion to Islam because of stubborn denial of temple entry rights to backward

castes by the rulers of Travancore. The Kerala Police claims that in the present

circumstances this book is “highly inflammatory”. The police interrogated the

President of the Imam Council, Abdul Rehman Bakhiq, on the grounds that the

Council was promoting communal discord. “What I am seeing is not radicalisation

in the traditional sense. We understand what we are doing here is very effective.

We are giving voice to a segment of people who have been ignored. We are

becoming assertive through reasoned argument,” says Chekkutty. “And keeping it

within the limits of the Indian Constitution.”

One argument the PFI is making is the implementation of Sharia or Islamic

Banking in India. In early September, a team of Islamic scholars assembled by the

PFI met RBI officials to present their case on Islamic Banking. According to the

PFI, banking in accordance with Sharia laws “is the answer to abolish economic

inequality and discrimination”. But RBI officials have already informed the

government that under the current banking laws and regulations, Islamic banking

cannot be legally implemented. The World Assembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY)

and the Muslim World League (MWL) or Rabitha, both funded by Saudi Arabia’s royal

family are actively engaged in the propagation of Islam and Sharia banking in India.

Muslim politicians from Kerala, like Minister of State for Railways E. Ahmed

and PV Wahab have been pushing the agenda of Islamic banking. WAMY’s

representative Abdul Rahman and the MWL or Rabitha’s advisor Khalaf Bin

Sulaiman Namary have also been in touch with Kerala Government and Muslim

politicians for this. “The PFI is one of the beneficiaries of WAMY and Rabitha

largesse,” says a police officer involved in investigating the PFI’s alleged terror
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linkages. For the sake of context, it is instructive to recall that American and

European governments have severely curtailed the activities of WAMY and MWL

on grounds of “terror financing”.

THE FUNDING requirements are channeled through these representatives,

often through the hawala route. Union Home Secretary GK Pillai, during a recent

visit to Kollam in Kerala, told journalists that “the funding (for Muslim organisations)

seems to be more from outside than from locals.” These funds are then apportioned

by WAMY and MWL’s local representatives to mosques and local Muslim community

organisations for religious propagation, relief activities and education. More often

than not these funds are used for religious indoctrination and radicalisation.

   Remittances to Kerala via legal channels show a 135 percent growth in the

past five years. In 2003, remittance from the Gulf was $38 billion. In 2008 it was

$90 billion. It is well known that funds transferred through hawala are 300 times the

officially documented remittance. The Kerala Government has also come up with a

curious nugget on land purchases. In several districts nearly 70 percent land

ownership is held by Muslims, of which a considerable chunk is held by Muslim

religious institutions and organisations through proxies. “We do not have a

mechanism to monitor these activities. India will be taken by surprise,” says Dr

Siby Mathew, ADGP Intelligence, Kerala Police. There are 25 lakh Malayali

expatriates in the Gulf. More than half are Muslims. A significant amount of funding

to fundamentalist and religious organisation is through their donation. A classified

home ministry report alleges that rich Muslim businessmen in India and abroad

fund PFI activities.

Also, the Internal Security Investigation Team (ISIT) of the Kerala Police is

probing PFI activities. They claim to have seized Talibanic material, videos and

“highly communal” and subversive literature, in raids conducted across Kerala. In

an affidavit submitted to the Kerala High Court by R. Rajashekharan Nair, Deputy

Secretary (Home), the government claimed the ISIT found CDs linked to the Al

Qaeda. The court was also informed of the PFI’s alleged connections with the

Lashkar-e-Tayyeba (LeT). The suspected PFI terror links were backed by revelations
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made the Maharashtra Anti Terrorism Squad when it arrested LeT operatives Mirza

Himayat Baig and Shaikh Lal Baba Mohammad Hussain Farid, alias Bilal, for

carrying out the German Bakery blast in Pune. According to the Maharashtra ATS,

Baig was an active PFI cadre and was involved in arranging recruits for the LeT.

None of this has been proved, of course, and PFI leaders rubbish the investigations

as a fallout of India’s proximity to the US.

The Indian government believes that Kerala is turning into a cauldron of

competing religious and communal interests. “Kerala should be concerned about

religious fundamentalism,” warned Home Secretary Pillai in the first week of

September.

Surely, Kerala’s citizenry are aware of their responsibility. Only they can goad

their political representatives to find a power-sharing solution for its large-sized

religious minorities. It might become a role model for rest of India.

(Courtesy: Tehelka)
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In a pluralistic part of India,

fears of rising Islamic extremism

- Emily Wax*

In Muvattpuzha, India wearing jeans and leaving her auburn hair uncovered

never created problems for Rayana Khasi, a 22-year-old Muslim engineering student

in the coastal state of Kerala.

But then came the threats. About two months ago, members of the Popular

Front of India, a fast-growing Muslim political and social organization in Kerala,

allegedly started sending text messages to her saying, “You’re committing

blasphemy.”

They admonished her publicly in her home town of Kasaragod, confronted

her family and pelted her car with stones, she said.

“Many women here are now listening to them and covering. But this is India,

not Afghanistan,” said Khasi, who has moved to a different city and changed her

mobile number several times as Indian authorities investigate her charges.

For centuries, Kerala has been known as ‘God’s country’ and generations of

Muslims, Christians and Jews were warmly welcomed by Hindus here. One of

India’s most religiously diverse states, Kerala has rarely experienced the religious

violence that has flared in other parts of the country.

*Washington Post, Saturday, Feb. 5, 2011.
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But the Popular Front’s rise here is stirring concern as a growing number of its

young members embrace a radical brand of Islam. Authorities say they fear that

the group has become an example of how extremism can creep into a society,

even one in which the vast majority of Muslims are not conservative.

Intelligence authorities say the government is investigating threats against

women such as Khasi and other attacks, including a case in which Popular Front

members are accused of severing the right hand of a Christian professor for what

they felt was a slight against Islam. More than 25 men have been arrested in the

case and trials are set to begin soon.

The Popular Front, which has denied involvement in any attacks, says it sets

out to defend minority groups and lower castes. But officials say they are troubled

by the group’s connection to the Students Islamic Movement of India (SIMI), which

was banned in 2001 for supporting terrorism and accused of involvement in the

2003 train bombings in Mumbai that killed 10 people. Many Popular Front members

were once part of SIMI.

The government has struggled with how to respond to the Popular Front

because it often voices ideas through protests, a right “available in a democratic

society and provided for by the Indian constitution,” said Hormis Tharakan, former

chief of India’s intelligence agency, the Research and Analysis Wing. “But it’s the

propensity toward violence that is most worrying.”

The group’s emotional messages that mention the Palestinians and such

common Muslim grievances as the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan resonate among

Kerala’s highly educated population, which tends to be more aware of global issues.

And nearly every household has at least one male working in Persian Gulf countries,

a migration that began during the oil boom of the 1980s.

“Once there, some Keralites undergo a spiritual reawakening in countries that

espouse a far stricter version of Islam,” said M.G.S. Narayanna, former chief of the

Indian Council of Historical Research, who is based in Kerala. “They are told that

Indian Islam is not pure and they should learn Arabic, study the Koran in Arabic.
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That is how it starts. Then they start learning about what they are told is hatred and

injustice against Muslims around the world.”

T.J. Joseph, the professor whose right hand was cut off in July, was allegedly

attacked by a mob of Popular Front recruits.

He said they accused him of mocking the prophet Muhammad in an exam

paper in which he called a delusional man who talked to God “Mohammed.”

“I never thought this violence could happen in Kerala,” said Joseph, sitting in

his living room and struggling to write with his stiff, swollen hand, which was

reattached after two 16-hour surgeries. He was also stabbed in a leg during the

attack and now uses a wheelchair.

Joseph said he had not intended to insult the prophet.

Since the attack, three police officers guard the house 24 hours a day. They

sleep on cots on the veranda.

Many of those accused in the attack live nearby, including the Popular Front’s

youth education counselor, Anas, who goes by one name.

Anas, 30, who denies any link to the attack, made headlines when he won a

local political seat in October while he was still in jail. He is out on bail.

“No one should support violence. But the professor used bad words against

Islam, and young people can’t always suppress their feelings,” Anas said. Like

many young men in Kerala, he worked in Qatar for several years.

The Popular Front’s national executive, P. Koya, said the suspects in the attack

“were rogue elements.”

“Even if some of our activists were involved, it had nothing to do with our

policies,” Koya, a founding member of SIMI, said in an interview at the party’s

office in the city of Kozhikode.

Dressed casually and surfing the Internet as he spoke, Koya said the Popular

Front is combating a sharp rise in attacks against Muslims by Hindu extremist
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groups, or “saffron brigades.” He pointed to recent cases in which Hindu extremists

are being investigated for alleged acts of terrorism, including a series of bomb

blasts in 2006 in the state of Maharashtra. At least 37 people were killed, mostly

Muslim pilgrims.

“We are defending ourselves against Hindu terrorists and all acts against

Islam,” he said.

Nearby, several members agreed, saying that chopping off the professor’s

hand served as a lesson for others.

After Joseph was attacked, police raided the Popular Front’s offices and found

literature and videos about Taliban-style executions and the severing of limbs as

punishment for crimes, investigators said.

“They are trying to radicalize the Muslim community, but many Muslims have

a good life here and their problems are not the same as those in Gaza or

Afghanistan,” said P. Vijayan, the Kerala police commissioner.

N.P. Ashley, an English professor who is Muslim and an expert on Islam in

Kerala, said that “the problem is the majority of Indian Muslims are completely

against extremism, but they are also completely faceless and need dynamic leaders.”

Vijayan, the police commissioner, said he hopes to help build that leadership

through the Student Police Cadet Project, a program he has launched in 130 schools

across the state. He also reaches out to private Muslim schools in the area.

On a recent day, students in the program marched proudly in the sun, wearing

fresh police uniforms. The Muslim students said they felt empowered when they

helped fellow Muslim Indians, many of whom are afraid of the police.

“I want Muslim youth to feel a part of India,” said Mohammed Ahmed, a

16-year-old Muslim student. “We need to help fight terrorism.”

(Courtesy: Washington Post)




